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Abstract. Sun’s nonrepudiation threshold proxy signature scheme is not secure against the collu-
sion attack. In order to guard against the attack, Hwanget al. proposed another threshold proxy
signature scheme. However, a new attack is proposed to work on both Hwanget al.’s and Sun’s
schemes. By executing this attack, one proxy signer and the original signer can forge any valid
proxy signature. Therefore, both Hwanget al.’s scheme and Sun’s scheme were insecure.
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1. Introduction

Mamboet al. (1996a; 1996b) first proposed the proxy signature schemes. In proxy signa-
ture schemes, a proxy signer can generate proxy signatures on behalf of an original signer.
For the group-oriented applications, the threshold proxy signature scheme is proposed. In
(t, n) threshold proxy signature schemes, the original signer authorizes a proxy signer
group consisting ofn proxy signers. Only anyt or more members in the proxy signer
group can generate the proxy signatures on behalf of the original signer. Sun (1999) pro-
posed his efficient nonrepudiable threshold proxy signature scheme with known signers.
However, Hwanget al. (2000) point out that Sun’s scheme is vulnerable against their
collusion attack. In the collusion attack, anyn−1 proxy signers are able to cooperatively
obtain the secret key of the remainder proxy signer. To overcome this secure problem,
they also proposed their improved scheme (Hwanget al., 2000).

However, a new attack is proposed to show that, both in Hwanget al.’s and Sun’s
schemes, valid proxy signatures can be forged successfully by the original signer and only
one proxy signer. In the next section, the review of Hwanget al.’s and Sun’s schemes is
given. Our new attack is proposed in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 is our discussions and
conclusion.
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2. Review of Nonrepudiable Threshold Proxy Signature Schemes with Known
Signers

In Hwanget al.’s scheme, there are three phases: Proxy share generation phase, proxy
signature issuing without revealing proxy shares phase, and verification of the proxy sig-
nature phase. The system parameters of Hwanget al.’s scheme are given now. There are
two prime numbersp andq such thatq | (p − 1). The parameterg is the generator of
orderq in Z∗

p . The original signerP0 has his secret keyx0 and his certificated public key
y0 = gx0modp. The proxy signersP1, P2, . . . , Pn have their secret keyxi and their cer-
tificated public keyyi = gximodp, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Theh is one-way hash function.
Themw is a warrant that at least records the authorization details about the identities of
the original signer and the proxy signers of the proxy group. The ASID (Actual Signer’s
ID) records the actual signers’ identities of messages.

Proxy Share Generation Phase

In this phase, all of the proxy signers,P1, P2, . . ., andPn, generate their individual proxy
secret keys,δ′1, δ

′
2, . . . , δ

′
n, by the following steps.

Step 1: Each proxy signerPi selects a secrett−1 degree polynomialfi(x) = xi+a(i,0)+
a(i,1)x + · · · + a(i,t−1)x

t−1modq, wherea(i,u)’s are random integers selected
form Z∗

q . ThenPi sendsfi(j) to Pj by secret channels forj = 1, 2, . . . , n, and
j �= i, and then he broadcastsA(i,u) = ga(i,u)modq, for u = 0, 1, . . . , t− 1.

Step 2: Each proxy signerPi verifies the receivedfj(i) by the equationgfj(i) ≡
yj × A(j,0) × (A(j,1))i × . . . × (A(j,t−1))it−1

(modp), for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and
j �= i. Once all of the equations hold,Pi computessi ≡ f(i) ≡ f1(i) +
f2(i) + · · · + fn(i) ≡

∑n
j=1 xj + a0 + a1i + · · · + at−1i

t−1(modq), where
au =

∑n
j=1 a(j,u)modq, for u = 0, 1, . . . , t− 1.

Step 3: The proxy group public parameters areyG ≡
∏n

i=1 g
xi ≡

∏n
i=1 yi(modp) and

Au = gaumodp for u = 0, 1, . . . , t− 1.

Step 4: The original signerP0 selects a random numberk form Z∗
q and computesK =

gkmodp. Then he computese = h(mw,K) andδ = x0e+ kmodq.

Step 5: To share the proxy keyδ among then proxy signers, the original signerP0 con-
structs a secret polynomialf ′(z) = δ + b1z + · · · + bt−1z

t−1modq, wherebu’s
are random integers selected formZ∗

q . P0 computesδi ≡ f ′(i) ≡ δ+ b1i+ · · ·+
bt−1i

t−1(modq) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. ThenP0 sendsδi to the proxy signerPi

through secret channels, fori = 1, 2, . . . , n. P0 also broadcastsBu = gbumodp
for u = 1, 2, . . . , t− 1.

Step 6: EachPi verifies δi by the equationgδi ≡ y
h(mw,K)
0 K

∏t−1
j=1 B

ij

j (modp).
Once the equation holds,Pi computes his proxy secret keyδ′i by δ′i = δi +
sih(mw,K)modq, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
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Proxy Signature Issuing without Revealing Proxy Shares Phase

Without losing generality, suppose thatP1, P2, . . . , Pt want to sign a messagem on be-
half of the original signerP0.

Step 7: Each proxy signerPi selects a secret polynomialf ′′
i (x) = (xi +c(i;0))+c(i,1)x+

· · · + c(i,t−1)x
t−1(modq), wherec(i,u)’s are random integers fromZ∗

q . ThenPi

sendsf ′′
i (j)modq toPj in a secret channel forj = 1, 2, . . . , t, andj �= i. He also

broadcastsC(i,u) = gc(i,u) for u = 0, 1, . . . , t− 1.
Step 8: EachPi verifies the receivedf ′′

j (i) from the othert − 1 proxy signers by the

equationgf ′′
j (i) ≡ yj×C(j,0)×(C(j,1))i×. . .×(C(j,t−1))it−1

(modp) for j �= i. If
all of the equations hold,Pi computess′i ≡ f ′′(i) ≡ f ′′

1 (i)+f ′′
2 (i)+· · ·+f ′′

t (i) ≡∑t
j=1 xj + c0 + c1i+ · · ·+ ct−1i

t−1(modq), wherecu =
∑t

j=1 c(j,u)modq for
u = 0, 1, . . . , t− 1.

Step 9: The proxy signersP1, P2, . . . , Pt publish parametersY = gc0modp andCu =
gcumodp for u = 1, 2, . . . , t− 1.

Step 10: EachPi computesγi = s′iY + δ′ih(ASID,m)modq and sendsγi to Pj for
j = 1, 2, . . . , t, andj �= i.

Step 11: EachPi verifiesγi by gγj ≡
[( ∏t

i=1 yi

)
Y

( ∏t−1
i=1 C

ji

i

)]Y

×[(
y

h(mw,K)
0 K

∏t−1
i=1 B

ji

i

)(
yG

∏t−1
i=0 A

ji

i

)h(mw,K)
]h(ASID,m)

(modp) for j =
1, 2, . . . , t, andj �= i. Once all of the equations hold,Pi applies the Lagrange
formula to γi to computeT = f ′′(0)Y + [f(0) + f ′(0)]h(ASID,m)modq.
Finally, the threshold proxy signature onm is (m,T,K, Y,A0,mw, ASID).

Verification of the Proxy Signature

To verify the threshold proxy signature(m,T,K, Y,A0,mw, ASID), the verifier first
obtained the certificated public keys of the proxy signers according to the warrantmw

andASID. Then he checks the proxy signature bygT ≡
[
y

h(mw,K)
0 × K × A0 ×∏n

i=1 yi

]h(ASID,m)(
Y ×

∏t
i=1 yi

)Y (modp).
Since Hwanget al.’s scheme is the improvement on Sun’s scheme, Sun’s scheme

is also a variant of Hwanget al.’s scheme withA0 = 1 for a(1,0) = a(2,0) = . . . =
a(n,0) = 0 anda0 ≡

∑n
j=1 a(j,0) ≡ 0(modq). The signature generation equation is still

T = f ′′(0)Y + [f(0) + f ′(0)]h(ASID,m)modq. In Sun’s scheme, the proxy signa-
ture is(m,T,K, Y,A0,mw, ASID) = (m,T,K, Y, 1,mw, ASID) while the verifica-

tion equation isgT ≡
[
y

h(mw,K)
0 ×K × A0 ×

∏n
i=1 yi

]h(ASID,m)(
Y ×

∏t
i=1 yi

)Y ≡[
y

h(mw,K)
0 × K × 1 ×

∏n
i=1 yi

]h(ASID,m)(
Y ×

∏t
i=1 yi

)Y
(modp). In (Hwanget al.,

2000), the authors intended to use then random integersa(1,0), a(2,0), . . ., anda(n,0), to
overcome the weakness of Sun’s scheme. However, an attack is proposed to show that it
is useless.
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3. An Insider Attack on Hwang et al.’s Scheme

Being inspired of the insider attack in (Liet al., 2000), a new attack is proposed on Hwang
et al.’s scheme. This attack needs the cooperation of one malicious proxy signer and the
original signer. They want to forge threshold proxy signatures without the agreement of
the other proxy signers. Without losing generality, assume that the malicious proxy signer
is P1.

To perform this new attack, after the othern−1 proxy signers publishing their certifi-
cated public keysy2, y3, . . . , yn, the malicious proxy signerP1 selects a random integer
α formZ∗

q and computesy′1 = gα × (y2 × y3 × . . . × yn)−1(modp) as his certificated
public key. Then the original signer givesP1 the proxy secret keyδ = x0e+ kmodq and
K = gkmodp, wherek is a random integer chosen by the original signer.

Without losing generality, suppose thatP1 wants to forge a proxy signature on a mes-
sagem without the cooperation of the othert− 1 proxy signersP2, P3, . . . , Pt. So ASID
records the identifies ofP1, P2, . . . , Pt. ThenP1 first selects a random integerβ ∈ Z∗

q

computesA0 = gβmodp. He also computesY = (yt+1 × yt+2 × . . . × yn)modp
and T = αY + (α + β + δ)h(ASID,m)modq. Finally, P1 forges a valid proxy
signature(m,T,K, Y,A0,mw, ASID). The following shows why the proxy signature
(m,T,K, Y,A0,mw, ASID) is valid.

[
y

h(mw,K)
0 ×K ×A0 ×

n∏
i=1

yi

]h(ASID,m)(
Y ×

t∏
i=1

yi

)Y

≡
[
y

h(mw,K)
0 × gk × gβ ×

(
gα × (y2 × y3 × . . .× yn)−1

)

×y2 × y3 × . . .× yn

]h(ASID,m)

×
(
Y ×

t∏
i=1

yi

)Y

≡
[
gx0(mw,K)+k × gβ × gα

]h(ASID,m)

×
(
Y ×

t∏
i=1

yi

)Y

≡
[
gδ × gβ × gα

]h(ASID,m) ×
(
Y ×

t∏
i=1

yi

)Y

≡
[
gδ × gβ × gα

]h(ASID,m)
[
(yt+1 × yt+2 × . . .× yn)

×
(
gα × (y2 × y3 × . . .× yn)−1

)
× (y2 × y3 × . . .× yt)

]Y

≡
[
gδ × gβ × gα

]h(ASID,m) × (gα)Y

≡ g(α+β+δ)h(ASID,m)+αY ≡ gT (modp).

The threshold proxy signature is forged successfully for Hwanget al.’s scheme.
Further, by this attack withβ = 0 and A0 = 1, the threshold proxy signature
(m,T,K, Y, 1,mw, ASID) is also forged for Sun’s scheme (Sun, 1999).
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In the following, an example illustrates our insider attack on Hwanget al.’s scheme
below. Suppose that the proxy signers(P1, P2, P3, P4, P5) are authorized to act for the
original signerP0 while at least three proxy signers have to generate the proxy signatures.
We assume that the malicious proxy signerP1 and the original signerP0 want to forge
threshold proxy signatures without the agreement of the other proxy signers. The system
parameters and secret and public keys of signers are show in Tables 1 and 2.

After the other 4 proxy signers publishing their certificated public key 18, 12,
16, 4, the malicious proxy signerP1 selects a random integerα = 2 and computes
y′1 ≡ 32 × (18 × 12 × 16 × 4)−1 = 9(mod23) as his public key. The original signer
P0 givesP1 the proxy secret keyδ ≡ x0e + k ≡ 5 × 10 + 8 ≡ 3(mod11) and
K ≡ 38 ≡ 6(mod23), wherek = 8. Without losing generality, suppose thatP1

wants to forge a proxy signature on a messagem without the cooperation of the other
2 proxy signersP2, P3. The ASID records the identities of the proxy signers:P1, P2, P3.
ThenP1 first selects a random integerβ = 5 and computesA0 ≡ 35 ≡ 13(mod23).
He also computesY ≡ (y4 × y5) ≡ 16 × 4 ≡ 18(mod23) andT ≡ αY + (α +
β + δ)h(ASID,m) ≡ 2 × 18 + (2 + 5 + 3) × 8 ≡ 6(mod11). Finally, P1 forges
a valid proxy signature(m,T,K, Y,A0,mw, ASID) = (m, 6, 6, 18, 13,mw, ASID).
To verify the proxy signature(m, 6, 6, 18, 13,mw, ASID), the verifier first computes
e = h(mw,K) = 10 and h(ASID,m) = 8. Then gT ≡ 36 ≡ 16(mod23) and[
y

h(mw,K)
0 ×K ×A0 ×

∏n
i=1 yi

]h(ASID,m)(Y ×
∏t

i=1 yi)Y ≡ [1310 × 6 × 13 × (9 ×
18 × 12 × 16 × 4)]8 × (18 × (9 × 18 × 12))18 ≡ 16(mod23). The both sides of the
verification equation obtain the same value. Therefore, the proxy signature is forged.

Table 1

System public parameters and functions’ values

Parameters Values

p 23

q 11

g 3

e = h(mw , K) 10

h(ASID, m) 8

Table 2

Public and secret keys of original and proxy signers

Signer
∖

P0 P2 P3 P4 P5Key

Secret keyx 5 9 4 6 3

Public keyy 13 18 12 16 4
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4. Discussions and Conclusions

Between our insider attack and Hwanget al.’s collusion attack, there exists some dif-
ferences. The goals of these attacks are different. The goal of the collusion attack is to
obtain the secret key of some proxy signer. The goal of our insider attack is to forge valid
threshold proxy signatures. The participators are also different. In the collusion attack,
the participators are(n − 1) proxy signers who collude to perform the collusion attack.
In our insider attack, the participators are only one proxy signer and original signer who
cooperatively forge valid proxy signatures.

Besides these differences, our new attack can work on both Hwanget al.’s and Sun’s
schemes while the collusion attack only works on Sun’s scheme. In 2000, Hwanget al.
show Sun’s scheme (Sun, 1999) is vulnerable against the collusion attack. They tried to
propose an improvement to overcome the security problem. However, a new attack is
proposed to show that not only Hwanget al.’s but also Sun’s schemes are insecure. The
new attack is more powerful than the collusion attack.
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Neišsižadamo slenkstinio atstovaujaňciojo asmens parašo schemos su
žinomais pasirašaňciaisiais asmenimis kriptoanaliże

Shin-Jia HWANG, Chiu-Chin CHEN

Sun neišsižadamo slenkstinio atstovaujančiojo asmens parašo schema yra nesaugi prieš
suokalbio atak↪a. Kad apsisaugoti nuo šios atakos, Hwanget al. pasīulė kit ↪a slenkstinio atstovau-
jančiojo asmens parašo schem↪a. Mes sīulome nauj↪a atak↪a, kuri ↪iveikia Hwanget al. ir Sun schemas.
Vykdant ši↪a atak↪a, vienas atstovaujantis pasirašantysis asmuo ir tikras pasirašantysis asmuo kartu
gali padirbti bet kur↪i galiojant↪i atstovaujant↪i paraš↪a. Toḋel Hwanget al. schema ir Sun schema yra
nesaugios.


